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Media summary
In response to an identified 3,000 – 5,000 tonne market niche for light-coloured Sultana-type dried
vine fruit (DVF), Dried Fruits Australia (DFA), with Horticulture Australia Limited (HAL)
support, initiated work aimed at guiding Australian producers to consistently produce lightcoloured DVF.
The first stage of this work involved trials on grape maturity and DVF colour, and on the use of
covers to protect drying grapes.
The maturity component examined the relationship between berry maturity at the time that drying
is initiated and final DVF colour. Crop load manipulation and multiple harvests were used to
produce a limited range of maturities. Grapes were dried either in an oven to remove the effect of
weather on final DVF colour, and on an open rack. The comparison confirmed that weather
during drying was the single biggest influence on final DVF colour this season, but when that
factor was eliminated, there was no colour penalty associated with high crop loads. The results
underscore the importance of getting crops to mature sooner and dry quickly following summer
pruning. Adoption of earlier maturing rain-tolerant varieties is clearly going to be an important
part of the industry’s future.
Rain during drying results in darker DVF, and most of the Australian DVF crop is dried on the
vine. The use of plastic covers, as used in the table grape industry to prevent rain-related grape
splitting, was investigated on summer-pruned Sultana and Sunmuscat to gain some practical
experience but also to assess the impact of covers on the microclimate in the drying canopies. The
air in drying canopies beneath covers was marginally warmer and dryer than air in canopies that
weren’t covered, but generally only in the afternoons and only when temperatures were above
20oC. But, covers did not prevent drying grapes from being exposed to high ambient relative
humidity. Final DVF colour was unaffected by covers, but the colour intensity was marginally
greater with covers. It wasn’t clear whether the higher temperatures and lower air moisture
affected how quickly grapes dried. The data highlighted the need to examine vineyard floor and
canopy management practices that accelerate drying by air movement and retention of heat.
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Technical summary
A trial was conducted to separate the influence of grape maturity at the initiation of drying from
the effect of grape physiological age at the initiation of drying on final DVF colour. Another trial
was conducted to investigate the effect of plastic covers on the microclimate of grapes drying on
the trellis and subsequent DVF colour.
Different maturities at the initiation of drying were induced by imposing a range of crop loads by
removing bunches in January. Different physiological ages at the initiation of the drying were
imposed by conducting two harvests a fortnight apart. The first trial originally involved Sultana
and Sunmuscat, but significant rain in mid February resulted in Sultana berry splitting and this
component was abandoned. At each Sunmuscat harvest, bunches were dipped in drying emulsion
and either oven dried or dried on a rack under cover. The colour of the resulting DVF was
assessed at the end of drying, the fruit were then stored under commercial conditions for two
months and then the fruit colour was re-assessed.
Mean crop load and harvest date effects on maturity were only of the order of 1-3 oBrix. The
strongest influence on DVF colour was the drying method; accounting for well over 50% of the
variation in DVF colour and colour intensity. Rack dried fruit were much darker than oven dried
fruit. When the analysis was confined to oven dried fruit, crop load was a significant influence on
colour, and harvest date was a significant influence on DVF greenness, which dissipated during
storage. Thus, when environmental influences during drying are removed, berry maturity at the
initiation of drying does influence DVF colour, but the extent of the effect is small compared to
the influence that drying method has on final DVF colour. But because the range of berry
maturities induced by varying crop load was small too, due, possibly, to the timing of crop size
manipulation, the robustness of the relationship between berry maturity and final DVF colour was
not considered to have been comprehensively statistically tested.
The influence of plastic covers on the microclimate of grapes drying on the trellis and subsequent
DVF colour was investigated by installing clear plastic covers on four rows of Sultana and
Sunmuscat that had just been cut and sprayed with drying emulsion. The microclimate in the
drying canopies of the covered rows was compared to the microclimate in the drying canopies of
four adjacent uncovered rows. Across the board, the air temperature and relative humidity in the
drying canopies beneath covers was approximately 1oC warmer and 1% drier compared to the air
in the drying canopies of uncovered rows. The temperature and humidity effects were confined to
the afternoons, and were temperature dependent; these effects were not apparent when the air
temperature was less than about 20oC. The humidity effect was also not obvious when it rained;
the relative humidity of covered and uncovered rows being 100% during these events.
The significance of the slightly warmer temperatures and slightly drier air on the time needed to
dry grapes down to a level that allows mechanical harvesting is unknown. A structured sampling
program could be designed that could answer that question, as well as identify when during the
drying process that final DVF is compromised by adverse weather conditions. The colour of DVF
produced from grapes under covers was not different to the colour of DVF produced from grapes
that dried in the open. The colour of DVF produced from grapes that dried under covers was more
intense, but not overly so.
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Introduction, including review of literature
Inconsistent supplies of light coloured dried vine fruit (DVF) available to dried fruit processors
over the last decade, and the frequency of adverse weather events at critical times in the
production of DVF in recent years has prompted a revisit of the physiological/chemical processes
that result in dark DVF and the on-farm factors that may predispose and initiate those processes.
DVF colour ranges from light yellow through to almost black. Green is occasionally seen, but red
and brown-dark brown are more common. Black DVF is also seen, but this can also be
attributable to the presence of compounds on the surface of the fruit produced by fungal
pathogens.
The dark colours sometimes seen in DVF, and many other foods, are principally the result of the
presence of two classes of compounds; oxidised polyphenols and Maillard reaction products. The
colours range from black through to red.
The green colour, which is generally just a tinge, if at all, is due to the presence of chlorophyll.
The yellow colour is caused by carotenoids. Carotenoids are found in chloroplasts, and, with the
green chlorophyll pigment, play a role in photosynthesis. The yellow carotenoid pigments
become apparent when chlorophyll breaks down.
The instrument most widely used to measure DVF colour objectively is the KonicaMinolta
Chroma Meter. This instrument measures the amount of light reflected off a sample when a beam
of white light is directed at the sample surface at a fixed angle. The three measurements are L*
(dark to light), a* (green to red) and b*(blue to yellow). The a* and b* values can be used to
derive two other colour indices, namely hue angle (ho) and chroma (C*). The hue angle describes
the full spectrum of visible light as an angle (0-360o), and C* describes the intensity of that colour
as an arbitrary unit from 0 to 100, where 0 means that the colour intensity of ho is weak, and 100
means that ho is very intense. A C* of zero indicates black. A ho value of 90 indicates yellow, and
a ho value of 0 indicates reddish colours.
Phenolics
Phenolic compounds belong to a group of compounds called secondary metabolites. These
compounds are produced more or less continuously, and are involved in biotic and abiotic
defense/tolerance mechanisms and reproduction. The phenolic compounds found in grapes are
just one of several groups of compounds collectively called flavonoids; all are derived from a
single compound: an amino acid called phenylalanine.
The various grape varieties are distinguished, amongst other attributes, by their propensity to
produce more or less of the many compounds in each class of flavonoid and to form polymers of
those compounds, and modify them in other ways (Cantos et al., 2002; Downey et al., 2003; Orak,
2007). White and red grapes are distinguished by the capacity to produce the coloured forms of
the anthocyanidins. With some exceptions, the flavonoids are found at much higher
concentrations in the berry skin compared to the berry pulp.
Logically, this raises the issue of what determines how much phenylalanine ends up being
flavonoid.
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Phenylalanine is produced at the end of the amino acid synthesis pathway (Schrader, 1984). If the
plant senses that there is insufficient nitrogen available to synthesise new amino acids the nitrogen
in phenylalanine is removed to be recycled. The rest of the phenylalanine molecule is then
converted into flavonoids. As a result, nitrogen deficient plants tend to have higher levels of
phenolics and other flavonoid compounds compared to nitrogen sufficient plants (Olsen et al.,
2009). The physiology of this relationship and its practical significance is still the subject of
active research (Jones and Hartley, 1999; Koricheva et al., 1998; Demotes-Mainard et al., 2008).
Abiotic stresses such as drought can also result in more flavonoids being produced (Esteban et al.,
2001).
Phenolic compounds are stored in a compartment within the cell called a vacuole. Individual
phenolic molecules are joined together to form poly-phenols, in much the same way as many
individual glucose molecules are joined together to form starch. Vacuoles are used to store large
amounts of metabolites and minerals away from the important metabolic machinery of the cell
which is located in the cytoplasm; which is the fluid bounded by the cell membrane and external
to the vacuole. Part of this metabolic machinery is the enzyme poly-phenol oxidase (PPO) which
catalyses, or assists, the reaction of poly-phenols with oxygen (Tomás-Barberán and Espin, 2001;
Vaughn and Duke, 1984).
PPO is normally separated from the compounds that it acts on. In the normal course of events this
separation is maintained. But if plant tissue is mechanically damaged then PPO and the phenolic
compounds in the area of the damage are mixed and the phenolics are oxidised. This is the basis
of the dark colours seen on the cut surfaces of fresh vegetables and fruit after a few hours
exposure to air.
Presumably that separation is more or less maintained as the berries dry, and is more likely to be
maintained by applying the drying emulsion (Grncarevic and Hawker, 1971) and by drying the
grapes quickly (Radler, 1964). Presumably also, that separation breaks down with time and is
disrupted to some degree by re-hydration. On the latter point, the integrity of that physical
separation is possibly inversely proportional to moisture content because DVF darkens the longer
it is stored and that deterioration is hastened at higher moisture contents compared to lower
moisture contents and at a higher storage temperature compared to a lower storage temperature
(Frank et al., 2004b).
It is tempting to conclude that levels of phenolic compounds present in grapes at the outset of the
drying process in some way pre-dispose DVF to darken following an adverse weather event or
during prolonged storage. But that may not be the case because the variegated Sultana mutant
known as “Bruce’s sport” contains similar levels of phenolic compounds compared to normal H5
Sultana, but dries to be a lighter colour than the latter (Antcliff and Webster, 1962; Rathjen and
Robinson, 1992). This difference was attributed to a disparity in PPO activity between the two
genotypes; the mutant had only 25% of the PPO activity that normal Sultana exhibited. The
availability of phenolic compounds to react with oxygen is therefore not the limiting factor in the
development of dark colours in DVF; it is the presence of sufficient enzyme to facilitate that
reaction that is important. But, it isn’t entirely clear whether the advantage of reduced PPO
activity would be maintained if DVF from each variety were re-hydrated and re-dried because the
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PPO enzyme which assists the reaction of phenolic compounds with oxygen isn’t of itself
consumed by the reaction. Thus darkening may occur, but over a longer timeframe.
Also interesting is the fact that Bruce’s sport dries lighter then H5 Sultana in the absence of any
adverse weather event during the drying process. If the darker colour of H5 compared to Bruce’s
sport was due to oxidation of poly-phenols it would suggest that even in the absence of
circumstances that result in some breakdown in the separation of phenols and PPO, there is some
inherent degree of leakiness or that there are sufficient phenolic compounds present in the
cytoplasm to cause some degree of browning. Clearly, the advantage of reduced PPO activity is
to reduce the degree to which this “background” or baseline darkening takes place.
Non-enzymic browning
In the so called Maillard reaction — which is actually a series of reactions — reducing sugars
react with the nitrogen atoms in free amino acids. These reactions are not facilitated by an
enzyme. The products of this reaction are generally dark coloured (Saltmarch and Labuza, 1982).
Most amino acids in plants are usually joined together to form proteins, but in grape berries a
proportion of the total amino acids are present as free amino acids (Kliewer, 1970). The major
free amino acids in Sultana grapes are arginine and proline; these two and six others normally
account for between 60 and 90% of the free amino acids present in grapes (Frank et al., 2004a).
Concentrations of free amino acids in grape berries are a reflection of the vine’s nitrogen supply in
general (Kliewer, 1971), but particularly during the flowering to veraison period (Holzapfel and
Treeby, 2007). Arginine levels in the skins of berries exposed to the sun during development are
about a half to a third higher than the level of arginine levels in the skins of berries shaded during
development (Frank et al., 2004a).
The free amino acids are present in both the cytoplasm of plant cells as well as the vacuoles, but it
isn’t entirely clear whether concentrations are higher in the vacuole relative to the cytoplasm.
There is no specific information about the distribution of free amino acids in grape berry cells.
Therefore, it cannot be stated with any confidence that there is any spatial separation of the two
groups of compounds that are the reactants in the Maillard reaction.
Sugar is transported from the leaves to the berries as sucrose, and is split into its constituent
sugars, namely glucose and fructose, when entering the vacuoles of the berry cells. Thus, these
two sugars are present at high concentrations in the vacuoles of the berries’ pulp cells.
The amount of arginine found in DVF decreases with length of storage, and is inversely related to
the increase in the amount of Maillard reaction products during storage (Frank et al., 2004a); in
other words, more arginine in the DVF at the outset of storage, the greater the likelihood of
Maillard products becoming obvious during storage.
There is evidence that other non-enzymic reactions occur in other foods; for example between
flavonols and some of the intermediate products of the Maillard reaction (Es-Safi et al., 2000).
The possibility that these reactions also contribute to the non-enzymic browning seen in dried vine
fruit has been raised, but no direct evidence exists to support the idea.
The Maillard reaction in DVF is more likely when the grapes originate from vines with a high
nitrogen status (Frank et al., 2005).
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Chlorophyll and related pigments
Green grape berries effectively function as leaves up to a certain point in their development.
Functional stomates are present for gas/water exchange and chloroplasts to fix carbon dioxide.
Wax extrusion through the surface of the berry as the berry grows and the temperature-related
transformation of the wax into an amorphous water repellent layer effectively make both
redundant.
Chlorophyll, the green pigment responsible for fixing CO2 into sugars, is broken down soon
afterwards. Chlorophyll breakdown occurs sooner and more completely in fruit exposed to the
sun ((Uhlig, 1998)). Shaded fruit tend to have a green tinge which is caused by some residual
chlorophyll being present. Because chlorophyll is a nitrogen containing compound, and because
chlorophyll is a significant part of a leaf’s biomass, nitrogen deficient vines have yellow or pale
leaves depending on the extent of the deficiency. It should also be recognised that deficiencies of
other mineral elements can also result in less chlorophyll or chlorophyll dysfunction. That issue
aside, a lack of chlorophyll due to nitrogen deficiency is also seen in the grapes; grapes off vines
at the tops of furrow irrigated rows were often pale compared to grapes off vines at the bottom of
those rows because the nitrogen was leached from the soil at the tops of the rows further down the
row. At the other end of the scale, grapes off vines that have had an abundance of nitrogen
supplied to them tend to be greener because of the additional chlorophyll and the shade from the
extra canopy, both a result of being too well fed with nitrogen.
As pointed out earlier, chloroplasts contain both chlorophyll and carotenoid pigments. Both
pigments break down as grapes mature. Under some circumstances chlorophyll breaks down at a
faster rate than carotenoids. There is a genetic component to the breakdown of both pigments as
well: carotenoids may breakdown more rapidly in H5 Sultana berries compared to Merbein
Seedless in some seasons (Uhlig and Clingeleffer, 1998b).
Grape maturity
Uhlig and Clingeleffer (1998a) identified a narrow window of berry maturity (about 21-23oBrix)
that was associated with lighter DVF in H5 Sultana and Merbein Seedless, all other influences,
such as drying conditions, being equal. Either side of the maturity range resulted in browner
DVF. Presumaby, this effect is due to a combination of enzymic and non-enzymic browning
processes that are enhanced or inhibited to some degree during berry maturation. Whether the
berries were sourced from shaded or unshaded bunches would obviously be a confounding factor
because sun exposed berries tend to have higher soluble solids levels, less chlorophyll, more
arginine and more phenolics (Uhlig, 1998; Frank et al., 2004a).
The lower end of that maturity range is reached by Sultana at a time (early February) when the
conditions for rapid drying are favourable. Industry experience suggests that that level of maturity
is not achieved by Sunmuscat until mid February to early March; the chances of favourable drying
conditions at this time are lower.
What is not apparent however is whether a large crop that doesn’t reach 21oBrix before late
February will have a different DVF colour outcome at the completion of drying compared to a
small crop that reached 21oBrix in early February, drying conditions not withstanding. The small
crop would be expected to be physiologically younger at the same level of maturity as the large
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crop. In other words, there is the possibility that there is a physiological age window that needs to
be targeted as opposed to a maturity window.
Rehydration during drying
Rain during drying results in darker DVF. This phenomenon is more evident in trellis dried fruit,
but rack dried fruit is also prone to darkening following rain. There is ample industry experience
to conclude that preventing drying fruit from actually being wet by rain reduces the extent of
darkening. For example, industry practices such as covering drying racks to prevent rain droplets
being blown through the racks and wetting fruit in the middle of the tier results in the general
colour grade for fruit off that rack being lighter compared to fruit off racks that weren’t covered.
As mentioned earlier, rewetting results in PPO-mediated oxidation of poly-phenols in the skin of
the berries.
What isn’t entirely clear is whether the drying berries re-absorb atmospheric moisture.
Atmospheric relative humidity levels following significant rainfall is near 100% for sometime
afterward unless strong dry winds remove the moisture-laden air. Support for the idea that drying
grapes do adsorb atmospheric moisture can be garnered from the fact that grapes that received a
high strength application of drying emulsion or multiple applications of strong drying emulsion
tend to be more prone to darkening following rainfall than grapes that received only one
application of a lower strength drying emulsion. Data were not found in the scientific literature
that would support or dispel the idea. Given that the process DVF producers are trying to prevent
(viz. the PPO-mediated oxidation of poly-phenols) takes place in what remains of the outer cell
layers of the berry, any moisture adsorbed on the outside of the drying berry is available to be
absorbed into the out layers of now dried skin, and there is no wax barrier present to prevent that
from happening. Effectively, this may amount to being wet by rain.
This point is raised because it is logistically difficult to physically shelter fruit drying on the trellis
from being wet by rain droplets. Further, even if grapes drying on a trellis were to be sheltered
from rain by whatever means, the strategy may not be completely effective if atmospheric
moisture is adsorbed by drying fruit. This is a knowledge gap that may need to be addressed.
Another knowledge gap is whether DVF exposed to any degree of rehydration during drying is
more prone to darkening than DVF that hasn’t undergone any rehydration during drying.
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Materials & methods
Two trials were established and conducted on co-operating dried vine fruit (DVF) producers’
properties to investigate the relationship between grape berry development at the start of drying
and DVF colour at the end of drying, and to ascertain whether covers altered the microclimate
around drying grapes and led to any differences in DVF colour.
Separating the effects of physiological age and maturation on DVF colour
On a property near Red Cliffs in north-west Victoria two rows each of Sunmuscat and Sultana on
swing arm trellis were selected. Each pair of rows was separated by a row so that the orientation
of the fruiting side was the same on each of the rows to be used. Maturation was manipulated by
imposing crop loads, and physiological age was imposed by conducting two harvests a fortnight
apart. Crop loads were imposed by tagging 10, 20, 40, 80 or 160 bunches on Sunmuscat vines and
removing the remaining untagged bunches. The original plan called for a similar treatment
structure to be imposed on the Sultana vines, but bunch numbers were insufficient to allow this.
As a result, 5, 10, 20, 40 or 80 bunches were tagged on the Sultana vines. Untagged bunches were
removed in January. The treatments were imposed in three blocks down each row. The
experimental design was a split plot with 6 replicate vines for each crop load/harvest date
combination.
A significant rainfall event (16 and 49 mm on February 14 and 15, respectively) immediately prior
to the first scheduled harvest of Sultanas caused serious splitting, and a result this component was
abandoned.
The Sunmuscats were unaffected by the rain.
Immediately prior to each Sunmuscat harvest (February 28 and March 14) berries were sampled to
assess maturity. Two berries were taken from the from the top, two from the middle and one from
the bottom about 10 bunches, stored in plastic bags in an esky, transported back to the laboratory
and stored at 4oC for analysis. The berries were removed from storage, allowed to warm to room
temperature and were then crushed in the bags using a heavy flat object. Total soluble solids in
the free running juice of the crushed berries were then measured on a temperature-compensated
digital refractometer.
At each harvest, bunches were snipped off the vines, placed in heavy duty “onion” bags, dipped in
drying emulsion (1.2% potassium carbonate and 1% esterified fatty acid), and dried at 55oC for 7
days in a fan forced drying oven. Another set of samples was dipped and dried on an open rack.
Following removal from the drying oven and the rack, berry colour was measured (see below).
The dried fruit were then stored for 2 months under commercial conditions. Berry colour was
then re-assessed.
The effect of covers on the microclimate of drying grapes
Eight adjacent rows of Sultana and of Sunmuscat vines on swing arm trellis were used to assess
the effect of covers applied to the fruiting side of vines that had just been summer-pruned and
sprayed with drying emulsion. One hundred metre lengths of 1.5 metre wide clear 100 μm plastic
were fixed to the cordon and bottom wire using cable ties soon after cutting. Clear plastic was
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chosen based on experience gained and observations made during earlier, preliminary work that
compared, on a smaller scale black, white and clear plastic. In each 8-row area, covers were
installed on the first, second, fifth and sixth rows; resulting in pairs of covered and uncovered
rows immediately adjacent to each other creating a representative micro-climate, and accounting
for the alternate orientations of the sides of the vines carrying the current season's crop.
The plastic was installed on and removed from the Sultanas on February 25 and March 23,
respectively. The comparable dates for the Sunmuscat vines were March 14 and April 25.
Environmental monitoring equipment in a Stevenson screen was installed a third of the way down
each of the 8 rows in the trial to measure and log temperature and humidity record every 15
minutes through to mechanical harvesting to identify any differences in the microclimates of the
drying canopies that could be attributable to covering the trellis with plastic covers.
Colour measurements
DVF colour was measured in two ways; with a Minolta Chroma Meter and a ColourVision
system.
The principles of the tristimulus system used by the Chroma Meter were described earlier. The
derived hue angle and chroma were used in this study.
The ColourVision system is a digital camera-based system that counts the number of pixels in an
image that fall into five categories: dark, brown, medium-dark, medium and light, and provides a
metric of the number of pixels in each class as a percentage. The ColourVision system also
provides a metric of the number of green pixels. Only the green pixels data were utilised for this
study.
To gain some perspective on what the various metrics provided by the two ways of measuring
colour meant, the two systems were calibrated against three samples of DVF (Figure 1 and Table
1). Further, because ho and C* are conceptually more easily understood, these two metrics were
calculated as well.

Figure 1 DVF samples used to
calibrate the Minolta Chroma Meter
and the ColourVision systems
Top, Bruce’s sport; bottom left, mottled
Sultanas; bottom right, dark Sultanas.

The final DVF colour measuring protocol involved firstly taking a subsample of the DVF
sufficient to fill a 100 mm wide plastic Petri dish, and taking 10 readings with the Chroma Meter
as random spots across the dish. The mean of the ten readings was used for each sample for
biometric analysis. Secondly, a 150 mm wide white plastic dish with 15 mm high walls was filled
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with DVF to two berries deep. The plate was positioned under the ColourVision lense, and a scan
recorded. The plate was then up-ended, and refilled using the same subsample, the plate was
repositioned under the lense and another scan recorded. This process was repeated another three
times.
Table 1 Metrics provided by the Minolta Chroma Meter
and the ColourVision systems for three DVF samples
Values presented are means of 10 and 5 scans of each sample
using the Chroma Meter and ColorVision systems, respectively.
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ho

Bruce's
sport
68

Mottled
sultanas
52

Dark
sultanas
50

C*

18

9.5

10

Green

0.1

2.4

3.2

Results
Dried vine fruit colour: physiological age versus maturation
Effect of crop load and harvest date on berry soluble solids

The effect of crop load and harvest date are summarised in Table 2. The early harvested fruit had
lower soluble solids than the late harvested fruit, but an effect of crop load on the accumulation of
soluble solids was only apparent at the highest crop load. A significant interaction term suggested
that the effect of crop load was only apparent in the early harvested fruit at the highest crop load,
but soluble solids levels were significantly increased between the early and the late harvests in the
two highest crop loads. Berry soluble solids levels did not improve between the early and the
harvests for the three lower crop loads.
Table 2 Effect of crop load on Sunmuscat berry soluble
solids on two harvest dates at Red Cliffs
Values presented are means (n=6, 12 and 30 for crop load by
harvest date, crop load and harvest date, respectively. Different
superscripted lower case letters indicate significant differences
between the interaction means, different superscripted capital
letters indicate significant differences between crop load main
effects means, and the asterisk indicates that the late harvest
mean is significantly different to the early harvest mean (P=0.05).
Harvest
Crop load
main effects
Crop load
early
late
10

22.3bc

23.0bc

22.7AB

20

22.4b

22.5b

22.4B

40

22.8bc

22.9bc

22.8AB

80

22.6b

23.6c

23.1A

160

20.2a

23.1bc

21.6C

Harvest main effects

22.1

23.0*

-

Importantly, the treatments imposed resulted in mean soluble solids levels at harvest of 20.2 to
23.6 oBrix, and 17.8 to 25 oBrix across the raw data. Thus the mean oBrix range successfully
straddled the 21-23 oBrix range suggested as an optimum maturity range for final Sultana DVF
colour, but not overly so.
Summaries of the analyses of variance for the Chroma Meter and ColourVision metrics of DVF
colour before storage are presented in Table 3.
The way the grapes were dried was the most important influence on the metrics used to measure
DVF colour (i.e. ho, C* and green pixels.). The extent of that effect is best illustrated by ho; rack
dried fruit had half the ho of oven dried fruit. The difference between oven and rack dried fruit
reflects the drying conditions experienced by rack dried fruit; drying fruit in an oven in a
consistent manner removed the influence of climatic conditions of DVF colour.
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Table 3 Summary of analyses of variance of ho, C* and green pixels for Sunmuscat DVF samples immediately after drying and before storage
F prob., F probability of variance ratio; % var., proportion of total sums of squares; ,
significant at P<0.001; , significant at P=0.05; n.s., not significant.
C*
Green
ho
F prob.
% var.
F prob.
% var. F prob. % var.
(1) Crop load
***
1
***
2
n.s.
1
(2) Harvest date
***
5
***
6
***
5
(3) Drying method
***
82
***
57
***
25
(4) Storage
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
*
2
n.s.
0
*
1
n.s.
1
(1)  (2)
n.s.
0
n.s.
1
***
4
(1)  (3)
***
4
***
10
***
19
(1)  (4)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
n.s.
1
(2)  (3)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
(2)  (4)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
***
4
(1)  (2)  (3)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
n.s.
1
(1)  (3)  (4)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
(2)  (3)  (4)
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
n.s.
0
(1)  (2)  (3)  (4)
Unaccounted for variation

8

23

37

Table 4 Effect of drying method on
mean colour parameters of dried
Sunmuscat grapes
Values presented are means (n=60). Each
rack dried mean was significantly
different to the comparable oven dried
mean.
Oven
Rack
o
h
70
35
C*
13
9.7
Green
2.2
2.9

The extent of the effect of drying method on DVF colour can be gauged from the Box-whisker
plots for all ho , rack dried ho data and oven dried ho (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Box-whisker plots for ho of dried Sunmuscat grapes
From left, all data, rack dried only; and oven dried only.

The objective of the trial was to assess the impact of crop maturity and crop physiological age on
DVF colour in the absence of environmental influences during drying. Consequently, the
statistical analyses were confined to oven dried DVF.
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Summaries of the analyses of variance conducted on the oven dried fruit are presented in Table 5.
Table 5 Summary of analyses of variance of colour metrics for Sunmuscat DVF
after drying and after storage
F prob., F probability of variance ratio; % var., proportion of total sums of squares; ,
significant at P<0.001; , significant at P=0.05; n.s., not significant.
ho
(1) Crop load
(2) Harvest date
(3) Storage
(1)  (2)
(1)  (3)
(2)  (3)
(1)  (2)  (3)

F prob.
***
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Unaccounted for variation

C*
% var.
20
1
1
4
2
0
1

F prob.
*
n.s.
n.s.
*
n.s.
n.s.
n.s.

Green
F prob.
% var.
*
6
***
29
***
8
n.s.
3
n.s.
1
n.s.
0
n.s.
1

% var.
10
2
1
8
0
0
2

71

77

52

Table 6 Crop load, harvest date and storage main effects on DVF colour
Values presented are means (n= 12, 30 and 30 for crop load, harvest date and storage, respectively). Different
superscripted lowercase letters indicate a significant difference between crop load means. An asterisk on late harvest or
after storage means indicates a significant difference between the late and early or between pre- and post-storage means.
Bunches/vine
Harvest
Storage
10
20
40
80
160
Early
Late
Before
After
ho
C*
Green

66a
12.1a
2.2a

69ab
12.7ab
2.2a

69ab
13.0bc
2.3ab

69b
12.6a
2.1a

76c
13.4c
2.7b

71
12.6
2.7

69
13.0
1.9***

70
12.7
2.5

69
12.9
2.1***

Crop load was a significant influence on ho and C* and green values (Table 5). Harvest date and
storage affected the measure of DVF greenness, and there was a significant interaction terms for
crop load and harvest date for chroma. The proportions of the variation unaccounted for by the
treatments and their interactions were over 50% for the three indices of DVF colour. The main
effects presented in Table 6 indicate DVF produced from grapes off vines carrying a high crop
load were more yellow and green colour than DVF produced from grapes off vines carrying a
moderate or low crop load. A trend for chroma is less clear, but DVF produced from grapes off
vines carrying moderate of low crops loads were generally less bright compared to DVF produced
from grapes off vines carrying a high crop load.
The interactive effect of crop load and harvest date (Table 7)
confirm the crop load main effects mentioned above, and
suggest too that late picked fruit off vines carrying a high crop
load were brighter than DVF produced from grapes picked
earlier and DVF produced from grapes off vines carrying
moderate or low crop loads harvested at the same time.
Overall, using the measurements made on the three standard
mixes of DVF (i.e. Bruce’s sport etc. - Figure 1), the DVF
samples before storage would be classified as marginally darker
than the mottled Sultanas).
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Table 7 Interactive effect of crop
load and harvest date on DVF
chroma
Values presented are means (n= 12).
Different super-scripted letters
indicate a significant difference
between means at P=0.05.
Bunches
Harvest
-1
vine
early
late
10
11.8a
12.5ab
20
12.4ab
13.1b
bc
12.8b
40
13.2
12.3ab
80
13.0b
ab
14.1c
160
12.7

An issue that was the basis of this trial was the relationship between berry maturity (as indicated
by TSS) and final DVF colour on the one hand, and the relationship physiological age (imposed
here by two harvest dates a fortnight apart) on the other. These were explored using the TSS data
for each harvest and ho (Figure 3). Firstly, as indicated earlier, TSS ranged from about 18 to 25
o
Brix; a range that well covers the 21-23 oBrix thought to be the optimum for producing light
coloured Sultanas. Secondly, ho ranged from less than 50 to 84; red-orange through to almost
yellow, in other words. There was no evidence that DVF colour was maximal between 21 and 23
o
Brix, and there was no evidence that fruit that was physiologically older was more likely to dry
darker than fruit that was physiologically younger.
80

70
Bunches Early Late

ho

10
20

60

40
80
160

50

40
16

18

20

22
o

24

26

Brix

Figure 3 Scatterplot of TSS versus hue for oven-dried DVF
Values used are for individual vines.
76
74
ho

72
70
68
66
64
20

21
o

22
Brix

23

24

Figure 4 Scatterplot of TSS versus hue angle for oven dried
DVF using crop load  harvest date means.
Values presented are means (n=12). See Figure 3 for symbol legend.

Taking a more conservative approach based on the crop load  harvest date treatment means
(Figure 4) shows that the bunch removal treatments resulted in berry TSS levels at harvest centred
approximately around 23 oBrix, which is the upper end of the 21-23 oBrix optimum maturity
window. As indicated in the Table 2 and Table 6, the highest crop load imposed retarded the
accumulation of soluble solids in the early harvested fruit, and the highest crop load was
associated with a highest hue angle. The scatterplot of the crop load  harvest date treatment
means though suggests that there may only be a marginal case for harvesting earlier, particularly
with a large crop; most treatment means were between 22 and 24 oBrix and ho varied between by
almost 10. This cannot be attributed to the treatments or their interactions (Table 5). The answer
probably lies in the 71% of total variability in ho unaccounted for by the treatments.
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The range of berry maturities achieved by the structured removal of bunches was limited by the
timing of treatment imposition (i.e. after veraison). In an earlier study on the same variety (Singh
et al., 2009) crop loads of similar magnitude were imposed at flowering, and resulted in TSS at
harvest ranging from less than 20 to almost 28oBrix. This range may be what is required to
identify the basis for the hue angle to vary to the extent observed here.
The effect of covers on the microclimate of drying grapes
Daily temperature minima and maxima and the rainfall recorded at Mildura Airport for February
24 through to April 26 are presented in Figure 5.
Sultana

Sunmuscat

40

0

C

30

10
0

30
20
10
0

mm day-1

20

r
r
r
r
r
r
r
r
b
Fe 4 Ma 1 Ma 8 Ma 5 Ma 1 Ap 8 Ap 5 Ap 2 Ap
1
2
1
2
1
25

Figure 5 Daily air temperature minima and maxima (left axis) and rainfall
(bars, right axis) for the period of February 24 through to April 26
─, temperature minima; ─, temperature maxima. Horizontal lines represent periods
that covers were on. Data courtesy of Bureau of Meteorology.

There were only three significant rain days; March 23 and April 10 and 11 (the 86th, 100th and
101st days of the year). No significant rain occurred when the covers were on the Sultanas. The
rain days corresponded to days 9, 27 and 28 after the imposition of covers on the Sunmuscats.
Traces of the mean temperature and relative humidity in the drying canopies of the uncovered and
covered Sultanas and Sunmuscats are presented in Figure 6 and Figure 7. Presented in this
manner, it is difficult to identify any effect of the imposition of covers on the temperature and the
relative humidity of the air in the drying canopies. Of more use is the difference in the
temperature and the relative humidity of the air beneath covers relative to the temperature and the
relative humidity of the air in the drying canopy without covers [i.e. covered air temperature (or
relative humidity) minus the uncovered air temperature (or relative humidity)]. A positive
difference indicates that the air under the covers was warmer or more humid than the air in the
uncovered canopy, and a negative difference means the opposite.
The results of those calculations are presented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. The imposition of covers
resulted in the air in the drying canopies beneath the covers being warmer by approximately 1oC
and drier by approximately 1%. The blue inverted triangles in Figure 9 indicate when significant
rain fell during the time that covers were on the Sunmuscat vines. The rain on days 27 and 28
were associated with some dampening of the effect of covers on the temperature and relative
differentials. This is seen in greater detail in illustrated in Figure 10. On those two days there was
almost no difference in the relative humidity of the air beneath covers and the air in uncovered
canopies, and the temperature differential was below 1oC for most of the time. Importantly, also,
the air in both canopies was saturated or near saturated with moisture for most the time on those
days (Figure 7).
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Figure 6 Traces of mean air temperature and
relative humidity in drying Sultana canopies

Figure 7 Traces of mean air temperature and
relative humidity in drying Sunmuscat canopies s
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Figure 8 Temperature (top) and relative humidity
(bottom) differences between air in covered and
uncovered drying Sultana canopies
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Figure 9 Temperature (top) and relative humidity
(bottom) differences between air in covered and
uncovered drying Sunmuscat canopies
Inverted blue triangles on days 9, 27 and 28 indicate
significant rainfall.
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Figure 11 Air temperature (top) and relative
humidity (bottom) in drying Sultana canopies for
a three day period

─, uncovered; ─, covered

The effect of rain aside, air temperatures and the relative humidity beneath the covers were not
uniformly higher and lower over the each diurnal cycle. This is illustrated by the temperature and
relative humidity for drying Sultana canopies data for three 24 hour periods about 3 weeks
following the imposition of covers (Figure 11). The air temperature beneath covers was only
higher from about mid-day through to the evening, and the air beneath covers was only drier
during that time as well. Importantly, the relative humidity of the air in the canopies was in
excess of 50% for about two-thirds every 24-hour period.
How warm the air was in the drying canopies under covers was related to how warm the air was in
general, but how drier the air was in the drying canopies under covers was not as clearly related to
how moist the air was in general. This can be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13. Assuming that the
air temperature in the uncovered canopies reflected the air temperature in general, it could be
argued that the effect of covers on the temperature of the air in the drying canopies was only
apparent when the ambient air was 20oC or warmer. But, the spread in the data suggests that there
were other factors affecting the extent of that effect.
There was some evidence of “structure” in the relative humidity differential plot for Sultana, but
not for Sunmuscat. The significance of that structure in the case of Sultana is unknown, and the
basis of the lack of structure for Sunmuscat relative to that of Sultana is also unknown. Possibly
the difference may be related to row orientation: the Sultana site’s rows ran south east-north-west,
and the Sunmuscat site’s rows ran north-east – south-west. Another factor may have been the
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timing of the imposition of covers; February 25 for the Sultana site and March 14 for the
Sunmuscat site.
The covers were removed from each site, the DVF was mechanically harvested as per normal
industry practice and subsamples from each row were taken. Colour measurements were
conducted on the samples immediately after harvest, after dehydration to 13% moisture and after 2
months storage at 9oC.
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Figure 12 Air temperature and relative
humidity in uncovered Sultana canopies versus
the air temperature and relative humidity
differential between covered and uncovered
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Figure 13 Air temperature and relative humidity
in uncovered Sunmuscat canopies versus the air
temperature and relative humidity differential
between covered and uncovered canopies

The main effects of effects of row orientation, covers and storage on Sultana and Sunmuscat DVF
colour are presented in Table 8 and Table 9. Relative to the “standards” used as yardsticks (Table
1 and Figure 1) the Sultana and Sunmuscat DVF were redder than the dark Sultanas, with about
the same intensity of colour and the same level of greenness.
There were no significant interactions between row orientation, the imposition of covers and
storage on any colour indice for either variety. Row orientation and storage were not significant
sources of variation for Sultana or Sunmuscat DVF hue angle and greenness, but Sultana DVF
that dried beneath covers had a significantly higher chroma, meaning the colour was more intense.
Row orientation, covers and storage were all significant influences on Sunmuscat DVF chroma.
The colour of Sunmuscat DVF produced on rows with drying canopy facing north-west was less
intensive than the colour of Sunmuscat DVF fruit produced on rows with drying canopies facing
the south-east. Covers resulted in more intensive colour, and colour intensity decreased during
storage.
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Table 8 Row orientation, covers and storage main effects on
Sultana DVF colour parameters
Values presented are means (n=8), and an “*” indicates a significant
difference between means at P=0.05

Row orientation

NE
SW

ho
43.8
42.4

Covers

uncovered
covered

43.3
42.9

10.4
11.7*

3.13
3.05

Storage

before
after

42.8
43.4

10.8
11.3

3.05
3.13

C*
11.3
10.8

“green”
2.95
3.23

Table 9 Row orientation, covers and storage main effects on
Sunmuscat DVF colour parameters
Values presented are means (n=8). “*” and “**” indicate significant
differences between means at P=0.05 and 0.01, respectively.
Colour parameter
hue
chroma Green
Row orientation
SE
42.6
11.7
3.02
NW
39.3
10.2**
3.02
Covers

uncovered
covered

40.4
41.4

10.6
11.3*

3.22
2.82*

Storage

before
after

42.1
39.8

11.4
10.5*

2.95
3.08

All of these effects were, however, relatively small in magnitude compared to the differences in
the standards.
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Discussion
The outcome of any research on perennial crops such as grapevines is notoriously dependent on
seasonal conditions, and for this reason trials are usually conducted over multiple seasons to gain
a reasonable opportunity for the influence of management variables to be identified amongst the
“noise” of season-to-season effects. The scale of the difference in colour parameters seen between
DVF produced in the normal manner and DVF produced in an oven provide ample testament to
the influence of weather conditions during on DVF colour. The strongest influence on final DVF
colour was the method by which grapes were dried; exposure to the elements during resulted in far
darker fruit than was the case when grapes were dried in an oven at a constant temperature.
Even when drying conditions are standardised, the relationship between the soluble solids level of
a subsample of grapes taken from a vine immediately prior to harvesting and final DVF colour of
another subsample of grapes harvested subsequently was not as strong as the relationship between
individual berries’ maturity and their final colour (e.g. Uhlig and Clingeleffer, 1998a).
Presumably this reflects the spread of maturities between grapes on the same bunch and between
bunches on the same vine and between vines in the same management unit. This disparity raises
the question whether measuring the colour characteristics of a bulk sample is appropriate, and
whether sorting bulk samples into colour classes would be more informative. An examination of
the “mottled” standard sample used to calibrate the Minolta Chroma Meter (Figure 1) supports
this concept; some berries are light, some are dark, and the rest are intermediate, but that spread of
individual berry colour is lost in the average of the 10 measurements taken over the whole petri
dish of berries.
The berry-to-berry, bunch-to-bunch and vine-to-vine variability is an aspect of the berry
age/maturity trial that probably contributed to the marginal nature of the effects observed. The
range of berry maturities was reasonable, but the means for the crop load treatments weren’t. This
is most likely due to the timing of bunch thinning. Bunch thinning immediately after bunch
shatter probably would have resulted in a far wider spread of berry maturities between the crop
load treatments and between the harvest dates.
maximum
daily
temperature

30

o

C or oBrix

40

20

berry
soluble
solids
n 7 14 21 28 b 4 11 18 25 r 4
Ja Jan Jan Jan Fe Feb Feb Feb Ma

Figure 14 Daily temperature maxima at Mildura Airport for the first 69 days of 2014 and
soluble solids accumulation by Sunmuscat grapes at Red Cliffs (Treeby and Treeby –
unpublished data)
Temperature data courtesy of Bureau of Meteorology.

Seasonal effects may also have contributed here. The first harvest took place on February 28 and
the second a fortnight later on March 14. Prior to the first harvest a significant run of hot days
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occurred (Figure 14) which retarded accumulation of soluble solids by Sunmuscat grapes on
another site near the trial site. Thus, possibly, the spread of maturities was not as wide as it could
have been, the lateness of the bunch thinning notwithstanding.
Covering drying canopies with clear plastic raised the air temperature by several degrees and
lowered the relative humidity of the air in the canopies during some parts of the day. The
significance of the higher temperature and the lower relative humidity of the scale measured here
in terms of driving moisture loss from grapes is unknown. The basis for the testing of covers was
the idea of preventing rain droplets wetting the drying grapes; this may or may not be an effective
means of preventing such an occurrence in the event of rain. Although there was no significant
rainfall event during the period that the covers were on the Sultanas, rain fell on three occasions
when the covers were on the Sunmuscats. Whether the rain on those days actually wet the drying
Sunmuscat grapes isn’t known, but the relative humidity of the air around those drying grapes on
those days was not any drier than the air around grapes in uncovered canopies. Indeed, on those
days, the air was saturated or near saturated most of the time. In other words, covers did not
appear to isolate the drying grapes beneath the covers from the bulk air. To determine definitively
whether this was indeed the case and that, as a result, the drying rate was unaffected, would
require a structured sampling program to determine grape moisture content over time, with
intensive sampling before, during and after any rainfall event.
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Technology transfer
Progress on the project was reported to DVF producers attending an industry DVF dehydration
field day held at Irymple, Victoria. The project was also described to industry in articles in The
Vine, the industry’s magazine (Figure 15, Figure 16, Figure 17and Figure 18, and images from the
trials were posted on social media. A poster was prepared and presented at the Mildura
Horticultural Field Days in May and at a DFA field work on the issue of cane health and
fruitfulness (Figure 19) shortly afterward.
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Figure 15 Article published in the October-December, 2013, edition of The Vine
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Figure 16 Article published in January-March, 2014, edition of The Vine
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Figure 17 First page of an article published in the April-June, 2014, edition of The Vine
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Figure 18 First page of an article published in the July-September, 2014, edition of The Vine
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Figure 19 Poster presented at Mildura Field Days on 24 and 25 May, 2014, and at a DFA field walk titled
“What makes a cane a good cane?” held on 28 May, 2014.
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Recommendations - scientific and industry
Isolating the effects on DVF colour of physiological age on the one hand and berry maturity on
the other is difficult on a practical scale. Imposing treatments, such as varying crop loads, to
produce a wider spread in berry maturities is a logical approach, but experience gained in this
project and elsewhere suggests that this approach will be far more successful if imposed far earlier
in the season; preferably immediately after bunch shatter. The spread of maturities and
physiological ages within bunches, between bunches and between vines however may mean that
linkages are being lost or relationships not discerned because current methods to measure DVF
produce an average colour for samples of DVF, not individual berries. The technology exists to
sort berries on an industrial scale, and the application of this technology on a scale suitable for
sorting small samples of fruit should be investigated. That issue aside, the instrumentation
available to measure colour has advanced greatly since the Chroma Meter first became available.
Multi-wavelength spectrometers are far more robust and affordable now than ever before.
Application of this type of instrumentation, whether applied to samples or to individual berries,
may provide more information than was previously obtainable. Consideration should be given to
acquiring this type of instrument if further work in this area is envisaged.
The significance of the higher temperatures and lower relative humidity under covers is unknown.
It is also unknown whether in a warmer and drier season the temperature and relative humidity
differentials would have greater, and, again, the significance of those two circumstances are
unknown. If further work on covers is carried out, it is suggested that a structured sampling
program be conducted to assess the time course of moisture loss. This would necessarily be a
destructive process. Further, because of the scale of any exercise involving covers, availability of
drying grapes would not be a limitation; a component of that structured sampling program could,
therefore, involve completing the drying process of partially dried grapes collected as part of a
structured program in an oven, thus removing the effect of weather conditions on part of the
drying process. This could possibly shed light on when during the drying process weather
conditions cause the huge disparity between the colour of DVF produced by drying on racks or on
the vine and the colour of DVF produced by drying in an oven.
The over-riding factor in the determination of final DVF is the weather during drying. Clearly the
impact of weather conditions is more likely to be important when prevailing temperatures
decrease as summer ends and autumns starts. Taking every advantage of the generally warmer
conditions in February would seem advantageous. Therefore, accelerating ripening and
optimising drying conditions to accelerate moisture loss from grapes following summer pruning
would seem to be logical priorities subjects for research.
Cultural practices associated with uninhibited and enhanced sugar accumulation by maturing
grapes should be investigated and communicated. Obviously, irrigation and fertiliser practices
that ensure optimum leaf function without promoting excessive vegetative growth are critical here.
But, equally, developing management practices that enable vines to cope with adverse weather
such as prolonged high air temperature, is likely to be important as well.
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Accelerating drying would also seem important. Thus, the rate of moisture loss from drying
grapes as affected by the concentrations of potassium carbonate and dipping oil used, and the
number of applications, warrant re-visiting.
Equally, because the rate of moisture loss from grapes is the process that determines the length of
drying, and that that rate is likely to be enhanced when the relative humidity of the air surrounding
the drying berries is drier, it follows that air movement is critical. Thus, cultural practices (e.g.
topping and leaf plucking) that allow better air flow would seem important. But, although some
details of the microclimate that drying berries contend with in summer pruned canopies are now
know because of the work described herein, little is known about the movement of air, and its
moisture status, through vineyards during the drying process. Knowledge developed in this area
may lead to improvements in vineyard design and cultural practices that promote the displacement
of moist air around drying berries with dry bulk air.
To sum up, consideration should be given to:


acquiring technology to sort and measure the colour of individual dried berries,



continuing the investigation of the relationship between berry maturity and colour using the
above technology, but ensuring a greater spread in maturities by more timely intervention,



quantifying the maturity variability with berry colour variability using the above technology,



quantifying the importance of the temperature and relatively humidity differentials
associated with covers,



investigating cultural practices that accelerate crop maturity,



investigating management practices that accelerate drying and



investigating the dynamics of air movement into, within and out off vineyards during the
drying process.
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